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PRODUCTS

Bubble Rolls is undisputedly known for its reliable performance in material packing all over the globe. With a longer service life they 

protect sensitive devices from both physical and static damage. Bubble rolls are lightweight,  commercial friendly, and effective in 

protecting against shock, abrasion and vibration. Based on the bubble size dimension, they are used to pack light weight to sensitive 

items. Small bubble is best suited for small  and light weight items. Medium bubble provides a combination of surface protection , 

shock absorption and void fill. Large bubble material is mainly used as pack material by filling the void space. 

Bubble Roll

Corrugated rolls are used as per the packing needs of the clients in all the industrial verticals.  Low manufacturing cost makes 

corrugated roll affordable for every customers around the world. Being light weight these rolls are easily the hygienic and efficient 

way of packaging. Based on length and size, these rolls are made cost effective with the client specifications. With the manufactur-

ing hubs located near various industrial belts, the quality quantity and specifications are met as per client needs. Used to pack all 

range of materials, the corrugated rolls are easy to trade with the availability of the extensive trading sources available around the 

globe. 

Corrugated Roll 
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Various BOPP Self Adhesive Tapes to suit all the industrial and commercial packaging needs with a wide range of quality and printed  

in brown, transparent & various Colors.  Industrial BOPP tapes are made with water base adhesive and hot melt base adhesive. These 

tapes become an essential part of all cargo, domestic, import , export and commercial packing too. With logos printed in the tapes, it 

easily becomes a part of the branding of a domestic and commercial packing brands. Printed tapes comes with options of pre printed 

messages, warning information , custom logo/brand, hang me utility and logo/ product advertising tapes

BOPP Tape 

Banding Clip -  are 32mm long and are for use with 12mm ,15mm,and 19mm wide polypropylene strap. Packed 180 pcs per box 

they are generally used for circular or irregular shaped packs, with tensioners specially adapted for round packs.

Banding Clip



We are humble and pleased to introduce ourselves as a packing material supplier with 
experienced professionals offering competitive and best deals  packaging products. With a 
decade of practical experience we offer our varied product range addresses all the industries 
packaging needs around the globe. 

Counting our excellent client centric practices and product knowledge, we are considered as 
one of the leading suppliers and exporters of, Clear Tape (Printed &Non Printed), Masking Tape, 
Carton, Bubble Sheet Roll, Stretch Film, PP Strap, Packing clip, Polystyrene, EPE  Foam, 
Polythene Sheet, Corrugated Carton, Printed Carton etc. 

Our best global network of material resources and location of product availability makes our 
company services to match the time, quality and quantity requirements of our customers. 
Extensive knowledge of the client packing needs and operating location makes our network play 
a vital role in the demand and supply needs. 

Expert product knowledge of our concern makes possible the packing products to be distributed 
to all our customers. Trained and experienced professionals offer the best technical support to 
all our customer needs. 

Our professional management and dedicated sales team have always kept customers satisfaction 
as a priority with a view to establish long term co-operation’s to ensure with a smooth operation 
and fast delivery which is possible with our store located in the heart of the city.Visit Us

www.moon-pack.com
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Polypropelyene Straps and bands are called PP straps ad PP bands. Made from plastic, steel, paper, or fabric, PP Straps secure items 

during shipping or storage. Hand-made or machine-made, PP Straps made of polypropylene are suitable for securing lightweight 

bundles, boxes, cases, parcels and palletized loads. PP Straps and bands are additionally secured either manually or automatically 

using machines manufactured especially for this purpose. Straps in steel are designed for heavier, palletized loads; plywood cases and 

wooden crates; and sharp-edged objects. Stainless steel strap and bands are also corrosion-resistant. Straps ad bands made out of 

polyester are called PET strap. Pet Straps are much cheaper and rust resistance when compared to stainless steel strap and bands. 

PP Strap 

Packing solutions becomes incomplete without the most basic packing material of Thermocool . Thermocool packaging material 

including sheets and blocks are exclusive, eco friendly and cheap. They are also most extensively used for insulation in residences, 

showrooms and offices. Since the material is lightweight , eco friendly it enables in easy transportation for packaging of glass , 

medicinal, cookware, electronic and automobile  components.  Compatibility with the other packing and sealants, thermocol ranks 

unbeatable usability and value for money for all possible industries. Customization in sizes and different density also becomes a 

marketing advantage in the mass usage of the Thermocol. 

Thermocool Sheet & Box 
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Cargo packing is incomplete without the tailor made PP Sacks i.e.,polypropylene  woven bags and HDPE woven bags etc. These bags 

are specially designed for ruggedness, safety and leak-proof packaging of products.  Such PP sacks are extensively used around the 

globe for the cargo packing of food grains, plastics & polymer  products, sugar , cement , salt , fertilizer , chemical , pharmaceutical , 

textile, Bale Coverings and Sand too. Other areas of use of Jumbo Bags and Woven Sacks and woven polymer are Liners, protective 

irrigation system, canal liners, Automobile covers etc 

PP Sack (Cargo Packing) – All size

Various types of corrugated boxes are used for domestic and export .  As general packing carton box, gift boxes, box printing, paper 

boxes and also as partition corrugated cartons, wooden pallets in both domestic and export packaging. Available in options of full 

overlap, semi overlap, duples and handicraft boxes , paper conductive packaging box, these carton boxes find usage in all the packing 

needs..

Jumbo cartons and Inner cartons are also manufactured with the same quality to match the international packaging standards of 

quality, weight and size dimensions. For food and oil industries, printed cartons are made in single, two colour, tri colour, multicolour 

duplex printing with customer’s varied specifications and designs. 

Carton Box (Plain, Printed) - All size
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Stretch wrap or stretch film is wrapped around items. The elastic property of the stretch film keeps the items tightly bound. Available 

in types of bundling stretch film, hand stretch film, extended core stretch film, machine stretch film and static dissipative film, the most 

common stretch film/wrap material is linear low-density polyethylene or LLDPE. With properties of high breakage strength, cling, 

clarity, tear resistance, static discharge helps in stability of products or packages, efficient storage and dust and moisture protection. 

Manual (or Hand) Wrappers, Semi-Automatic Wrappers, Automatic Wrappers, Hand Films, Machine Films, Specialty films based on 

colors, UVI and silage. Colors options of clear and black are availed to packing solutions based on customer needs. 

Stretch Film (Clear, Black) 
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